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Summaries

Abstract (English):

The Two Higgs Doublet Model is a promising extension of the Standard Model where charged
Higgs bosons appear. In this study, the mass of the charged Higgs boson is assumed to be
350 GeV. A simulation study is performed for the production and decay of charged Higgs bo-
son pairs at a linear e+e� collider. A charged Higgs boson is assumed to decay to a top quark
and a bottom quark followed by the top quark decaying into a bottom quark and a W boson.
The event is reconstructed in two modes: First, both W bosons decay hadronically resulting
in a total of eight jets and second, one W boson decays leptonically and the other W boson
decays hadronically resulting in six jets, one lepton and missing momentum. The study is
based on a full ILD simulation for collision energy of 1 TeV in expected ILC conditions.
The event selection is conducted with static cuts as well as boosted decision trees. Both meth-
ods are optimized on signal significance or on the significance for well reconstructed signal
events. The mass measurement is undertaken with a template fit as well as with shape fitting
methods. It is shown that the charged Higgs boson masses can be measured with 0.5 GeV
precision assuming the production cross section 9 fb and a BR(H± ! tb) of 90 %, when using
boosted decision trees based event selection, optimized for well reconstructed signal signifi-
cance with a parameter reduced shape fitting method for the mass measurement.

Kurzfassung (German):

Modelle mit zwei Higgs-Dubletts sind aussichtsreiche Erweiterungen des Standard Models. In
diesen Modellen treten geladene Higgs-Bosonen auf. In dieser Arbeit wird angenommen, dass
die Masse dieser Higgs-Bosonen 350 GeV ist. Es wird eine Simulationsstudie der Produktion
sowie des Zerfalls der geladenen Higgs-Bosonen an einem e+e�-Linearbeschleuniger durchge-
führt. Es wird angenommen, dass ein geladenes Higgs-Boson in ein Bottom- und ein Top-Quark
zerfällt, wobei das Top wiederum in ein Bottom und ein W-Boson übergeht. Der Prozess wird
in zwei Moden rekonstruiert: Erstens beide W-Bosonen zerfallen hadronisch (resultierend in
acht Jets) und zweitens ein W-boson zerfällt hadronisch und das andere zerfällt leptonisch
(rekonstruiert durch sechs Jets, ein Lepton und Impulserhaltung). Die Studie basiert auf einer
vollen ILD Simulation bei einer Kollisionsenergie von 1 TeV des International Linear Collider.
Die Eventauswahl wird durchgeführt mit statischen Schnitten, sowie mit Boosted Decision
Trees. Beide Methoden werden durch Maximierung der Signalsignifikanz oder der Signifikanz
des gut rekonstroieren Signals trainiert. Die Massenbestimmung wird mit einer Template-Fit-
Methode und Funktions-Fit-Methoden durchgeführt. Es wird gezeigt, dass die geladene Higgs
Bosonen-Masse mit einer Präzision von 0.5 GeV bestimmt werden kann, wenn eine Param-
eter reduzierte Funktions-Fit-Methode mit Boosted Decision Trees basierter Eventauswahl
optimiert für gut rekonstruiertes Signal benutzt wird. Hierbei wird angenommen, dass der
Wirkungsquerschnitt 9 fb und das Verzweigungsverhältnis (BR(H± ! tb)) von 90 % sind.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

As long as we can look back in history, mankind was wondering how the world as we know
began and where we came from. Since scientific thinking has evolved the scientific world
postulates theories and tries to prove them in experiments. Today we still cannot be sure
how the universe began. In order to satisfy this thirst for knowledge, we use particle colliders
to investigate our models for higher energies because the earliest universe appeared in very
high energy density. That is why the higher the studied energies are, the earlier universe we
can learn about. Nowadays the most advanced particle collider is the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC). With the discovery of a Higgs boson in July 2012 by the ATLAS and CMS detectors
at the LHC, the Standard Model of particle physics (SM) was apparently completed and the
long awaited puzzle piece of electroweak symmetry breaking was provided [1][2].
The SM is very promising and describes a wide ranges of particle physics’ nature. But still
there are many open questions in today’s particle physics, such as baryon asymmetry, the
hierarchy problem and the unknown nature of dark matter and dark energy, which cannot be
answered by the SM. This makes one believe that there must be an extension of the SM (physics
beyond the Standard Model (BSM)). Nevertheless, the SM must be the limiting model of this
more general model. Aside from many other possible models, there are various Two Higgs
Doublet Models (2HDM), which have the opportunity to answer some of these questions. For
instance, the CP-violation of the current SM cannot explain the baryon asymmetry. However,
by introducing additional CP-violation with a 2HDM the baryon asymmetry problem can be
solved [3].
This study focuses on the analysis of charged Higgs boson (H±) pair production and in partic-
ular the measurement of the charged Higgs boson mass m

H
± . The direct search at an electron

positron collider through on-shell Higgs bosons by s-channel production is fairly model indepen-
dent and gives a solid limit on BSM in contrast to a proton collider where most measurements
are highly model dependent. However, the reach is limited by the collision energy which is
lower than at the LHC. H+H� pair production is especially interesting because the coupling
to photons is fixed, thus the production cross section has a lower limit.
Recent combined results from BaBar, Belle and LHCb experiments showed a deviation to the
SM of about four standard deviations [4]. The combined data showed that the branching ratios
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of B-mesons involving muons and tau leptons could be larger as expected. In the SM electron,
muon and tau leptons only differ in flavor and mass. This is called lepton universality. A
confirmation of the results obtained in [4] would point to BSM. Since an increase of the decay
into heavier particles was observed, a possible explanation could be the existence of charged
Higgs bosons.

1.2 Two Higgs Doublet Model

Two Higgs Doublet Models (2HDM) are possible extensions of the Standard Model with an ad-
ditional Higgs doublet. In the SM the Higgs mechanism adds a scalar field � to the Lagrangian
in the following manner

LHiggs = (D
⌫

�)†(D⌫�) + V (�) where V (�) = µ2�†�+ �(�†�)2

V (�) is denoted by Higgs potential and D
⌫

is the covariant derivative. If � > 0 and µ2 < 0,
spontaneous symmetry breaking occurs and the minimum of the potential realizes the vacuum
expectation value as

⌫ =

s
�µ2

�

When absorbing three degrees of freedom into the longitudinal component of W± and Z boson,
the in general complex Higgs field doublet can be simplified to

� =

 
0

⌫ + h

!

where h is the excitation around the minimum, or in other words, the SM Higgs boson [5].
However, the choice of Higgs potential is arbitrary. The potential could have higher order in
�, additional multiplets etc. One of the most minimal extensions with new properties is a
second doublet. Then the Higgs potential can be written as

V (�1,�2) = �1
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where ⌫
k

are the new vacuum expectation values. The Higgs doublets can be expressed as
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(after absorbing three degrees of freedom into W± and Z boson)

�
k

=
1p
2

 p
2w+

k

⌫
k

+ h
k

+ iz
k

!

Applying �
k

to the �4-term in V (�1,�2) reveals the mass mixing for the charged sector

V
H
± =

�4

2

⇣
w+

1 w+
2

⌘ ⌫2
2 �⌫2

1⌫
2
2
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!

Through digitalization, a pair of massless Nambu-Goldstone bosons G± and a pair of massive
Higgs H± are predicted.

 
G±

H±

!
=

 
cos � sin �

� sin � cos �

! 
w±

1

w±
2

!

where tan � is defined as the ratio of the vacuum expectation values (⌫2/⌫1). From this the
charged Higgs bosons mass can be calculated as,

m
H
± =

�4

2
⌫2 =

�4

2

q
⌫2
1 + ⌫2

2

with ⌫ the SM vacuum expectation values [5][6].
There are four types of 2HDM which avoid tree-level Flavor changing neutral currents natu-
rally. Models where �1 is fermiphobic and only �2 couples to fermions are referred to as type I.
If �1 couples to up-type quarks and �2 to down type quarks and charged leptons, it is usually
called type II. The Higgs sector in the Minimal Supersymmetric extension of the Standard
Model (MSSM) is a type II 2HDM. If �1 couples to down quarks and �2 to up quarks and
leptons, it is denoted as type IV or flipped. In type IV or lepton specific models, �1 couples
to all leptons and �2 to all quarks [7].
This study focuses on the direct search of charged Higgs bosons with a mass m

H
± = 350 GeV.

This value was chosen because it will not be excluded for a range of 2HDMs by the High
Luminosity LHC. At the same time it is well in the reach of the purposed International Linear
Collider (ILC) at a center-of-mass energy of

p
s = 1 TeV. It is planned to apply this analysis

to higher energy as a benchmark process.
In general, MSSM was assumed. However, since the extended Higgs sector in most Su-
persymmetric models couples only to SM particles and a model is not explicitly chosen
for Monte Carlo simulation, the results of this study can be applied to majority of mod-
els with extended Higgs sector. In MSSM at the decoupling limit1 the coupling of charged

1The decoupling limit denotes the situation with large mass of the CP-odd Higgs boson (mA ! 1 or in a
different way mA � mZ)
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Higgs bosons and gauge bosons are small and the coupling to fermions is dominant. Be-
cause the Yukawa couplings (Higgs couplings to fermions) are proportional to the mass of
the fermions, the branching ratio of a charged Higgs boson with m

H
± > mt + mb to top

and bottom quarks becomes dominant. In this study the branching ratio BR(H+ ! tb) =

BR(H� ! tb) = 90% was assumed. This leaves some space for decays to tau leptons or
for smaller tan � decays to hW as well. This has been chosen in consistency with [8] (see
figure 1.1). The production cross section �(e�e+ ! H+H�) is assumed to be 9 fb. This is
based on figure 1.2 which was taken from [9] and was interpreted for the considered mass.

Figure 1.3: Feynman diagram of signal (hadronic channel)

In the following, signal refers to
e�e+ ! H+H� where H± decays
into bt and bt respectively. Both
t decay to W b. If both resulting
W bosons decay into quarks, it will
be referred to as hadronic signal
(see Figure 1.3). If one W ! `⌫

`

(` = e,µ) and the other W ! quqd
(qu = u, c and qd = d, s, b), it will
be denoted by semi-leptonic signal.

Current limits for charged Higgs bosons through direct search are from data of the Large
Electron-Positron Collider (LEP). With CL 95% the limits m

H
± > 80 GeV for type II 2HDMs

and m
H
± > 72.5 GeV for type I (from ⌧ ⌫ and cs final states) were found [10]. The collision

energy of LEP was
p
s = 209 GeV. The direct search for charged Higgs is limited by the

accesible centre-of-mass energy, so translating this result naively to a linear collider with a
p
s = 1 TeV, a limit up to 400 GeV should be easily reachable.

Latest combined constrains from various experiments on the charged Higgs mass in different
models can be found in [7]. For a wide range of models and tan � regions the tightest limit
comes from the LEP search; in others models from flavor changing processes (typically for type
II 2HDMs) the limit is around m

H
± & 600 GeV. This is because a light charged Higgs would

have impact on flavor physics and various branching ratios of B mesons would be deviated. In
some models and tan � regions the limit is from direct searches at the LHC over 1 TeV. This
leaves a wide range of models and parameter regions to exclude at a future electron positron
collider. However, the MSSM with type II 2HDM is already excluded with a charged Higgs
boson mass of 350 GeV (see [7]).
Nevertheless the study here, only the cross section was chosen in agreement of MSSM which
makes the results applicable to other models. Moreover, the developed methods can be trans-
fered to higher m

H
± at electron positron colliders with higher collision energy.

Since production cross-section [9] and the branching ratio [7] are, compared to the HA-channel,
relatively independent from tan �, the H�H+-channel was chosen to be analyzed in this study.
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Figure 1.1: Branching ratios of the charged Higgs bosons in dependence of their mass for
tan � = 3 (left) and tan � = 30 (right) (source: [8])

p
s = 1000GeV
p

s = 800GeV

mH±/GeV

Figure 1.2: Tree-level and full one-loop corrected cross sections are shown for
p

s = 1 TeV
and

p
s = 800 GeV with varied m

H
± (source: [9])
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Figure 1.4: Constraints of (m
H
± , tan �) parameter space of MSSM-like scenarios. The

color coding corresponds to exclusion of 95 % C.L. by charged and neutral Higgs searches
for the four different 2HDM types with different constraints, as given by the legend. The
green region is allowed by all collider constraints. The dotted line frames the excluded area
from flavor changing current observables, where the lower tan � side is excluded (source: [7])

This is only true for the decoupling limit where BR(H± ! hW±) becomes small. In addition
the H�H+ production is interesting because tan � can be determined by the decay width of
H± [11]. Furthermore, pair production in general is a "clean" event where only the H± par-
ticles themselves are produced and there are no byproducts. This simplifies the analysis and
enhances the mass measurement precision.
In addition, this channel has the opportunity to observe CP-violation in the Higgs sector
trough branching ratio asymmetry, which is a possible explanation of the baryon abundance
in the universe as mentioned earlier. The CP-violation phase is defined as

�CP

ff

0 =
BR(H+ ! ff

0
) � BR(H� ! ff 0)

BR(H+ ! ff
0
) + BR(H� ! ff 0)

�CP

ff

0 depends in MSSM on various parameters [12]. It is accessible in the semi-leptonic mode
with the lepton charge and in the leptonic mode where both W bosons decay to lepton and
neutrino pair. In the hadronic decay it may be reconstructible through the charge of the
bottom jets.
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1.3 International Linear Collider and International Large
Detector

Figure 1.5: Schematic representation of the ILC (source: [13])

The International Linear Collider (ILC) [13] (see figure 1.5) is a proposed electron positron
collider with a tunable center-of-mass energy in the range of 250 GeV to 500 GeV and can be
upgraded to reach up to 1 TeV. The ILC evolved out of three projects, the Japanese GLC,
European TESLA-collider and American NLC, and is now supported by the worldwide parti-
cle physics community. The ILC is planned to be constructed in Iwate prefecture in northern
Japan. In 2013 the technical design report was published which reports detailed about the
accelerator, detector and physics outcome of the project ([13][14][15][16][17]). At the ILC, in
comparison to a proton collider such as the LHC, one needs fewer model assumptions, there
is fewer background and the initial state is well known. It is even possible to polarize 80 % of
the electron beam and 30 % of the positron beam. At a collision energy of 1 TeV the positron
polarization is expected to lower to 20 %.
To ensure a cross check of the measurement, the ILC will have two detectors, the International
Large Detector (ILD) and the Silicon Detector (SiD), which will share the same interaction
region by push-pull technique. In this analysis only the ILD is considered. It consists of a high-
precision vertex detector surrounded by a hybrid tracking system with a silicon tracker and
time-projection chamber. For optimal particle-flow performance a highly granular electromag-
netic and hadron calorimeter system was developed. The whole detector barrel is contained
in a 3.5 T solenoid [13].
The exact operation plan of the ILC will be decided from funding and discoveries in particle
physics. The collision energy is relatively easy to adjust, so that depending on discoveries
of the LHC at CERN or other experiments the energy can be adjusted. A possible running
scenario could be

• 91 GeV: Z boson peak for calibration and precise measurements of Z properties

• 160 GeV: W± pair production for precise measurements of W properties
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• 250 GeV: Higgs factory through Higgs-Strahlung

• 350 GeV: Top quark factory through pair production

• 500 GeV: Top Yukawa coupling, BSM search, fermion pair production and Higgs through
W-fusion

• 1 TeV: BSM search

This should not be an exclusive list but rather a quick overview on interesting physics accessi-
ble at a linear electron positron collider. 1 TeV as center mass energy is rather arbitrary but
would give a new view on otherwise not accessible energy regions and gives a first mark on
where to look at.
The accelerator of the ILC will be based on 1.3 GHz superconducting radio-frequency accel-
erating technology. The initial ILC will have a length of 31 km which can be extended to
50 km. With this length the ILC can reach 1 TeV or more. In the TDR a scenario A was
proposed for 1 TeV [13] the luminosity is expected to be L = 3.6 · 1034 cm�2 s�1. In this anal-
ysis the integrated luminosity is assumed to be L = 1 ab�1. This accounts for 324 days of
running. Which calls for about three years of running at

p
s = 1 TeV considering service time.

1.4 Simulation and Reconstruction

In this study Monte Carlo data samples generated by Physsim and Whizard are analyzed.
The signal of charged Higgs pair production is generated by Physsim [18] which is based on
HELAS [19] for matrix element calculation. The SM background was generated by Wizard
1.95 [20]. Parton shower and hadronization was performed by Pythia 6.4 [21]. The beam spec-
trum is simulated by GuineaPig [22] and is incorporated in both the signal and background
generators. In addition to the main event all data samples are overlaid with in average 4.1
events of �� to hadron events with low transversal moment. This type of beam-induced back-
ground will be addressed further in chapter 2.3.1. The detector was simulated with Mokka [23]
on a full ILD model (ILD_o1_v05) based on the Detailed Baseline Design (DBD) [17]. For
reconstruction the Pandora Particle Flow Algorithm [24] (PandoraPFA) was used. Pando-
raPFA uses the tracking information combined with calorimeter information to reconstruct
individual particles in order to improve energy and momentum resolution. This improves the
jet resolution and allows better separation of the W, Z, H bosons and top quark by their
invariant mass [24].
In the frame of this study the FastJetFinder [25] was used for beam-induced background reduc-
tion, LCFIplus [26] package was used for vertex reconstruction and flavor tagging. A dedicated
Marlin [27] processor was written for this analysis. The output of the analyzer was stored to
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ROOT-files [28]. After the event by event analysis with Marlin, ROOT 6.08 accessed with
pyroot [28] was then used for final analysis.
For computing, the KEK Central Computer System [29] was used.
As background, only SM processes including various SM-like Higgs events in all final states are
considered. Beam photon interactions, which include ��-annihilation and interactions with
beam electrons or positrons were considered as well. A detailed list of all used data samples
can be found in Table A.1.





2 Data Analysis

2.1 Analysis Strategy

All data samples used in this study are scaled to an integrated luminosity of L = 1 ab�1.
The polarization of both beams are included as P (e�, e+) = (�80%, 20%) [13]. The samples
used in this analysis had two polarizations, P

L

= (�100%, 100%) and P
R

= (100%,�100%).
Weights are assigned to obtain samples of correct polarization. If the required polarization is
P (e�, e+) = (�f�, f+), then the weights are

w
L,i

=


f� +

1

2
(1 � f�)

� 
f+ +

1

2
(1 � f+)

�
L�

i

N
i,sim

and w
R,i

=


1

2
(1 � f�)

� 
1

2
(1 � f+)

�
L�

i

N
i,sim

where w
L,i

stands for the weight of the data sample of process i where the electron is left handed
and positron is right handed. w

R,i

is the weight for samples with opposite polarization, N
i,sim

is the number of simulated events and �
i

is the corresponding cross section. Therefore the
weights used here are

w
L,i

= 0.9 · 0.6 · L�
i

N
i,sim

and w
R,i

= 0.1 · 0.4 · L�
i

N
i,sim

Processes with other polarization are weighted in an analogous manner. A full list of all sam-
ples with responding weights, cross section, expected number of events and generated number
of events can be found in table A.1.
A flow diagram of processors for the event by event based analysis by Marlin is shown in fig-
ure 2.1. For the hadronic mode the kt-algorithm with requesting eight jets (FastJet_kt_8) is
used to reduce beam background (chapter 2.3.1), while for the semi-leptonic mode one lepton
is removed (chapter 2.2) before kt-algorithm with requesting six jets (FastJet_kt_6) is used.
The clustered event gets restored into tracks in an intermediate step (JetPFOs). Then the
vertex reconstruction (VertexFinder), final jet clustering and b-tagging (JetClustering And
FlavorTag) are done (chapter 2.3.2). Finally all relevant collections are analyzed and relevant
observables are saved into a ROOT-file (h2dmAnalysis).
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4

PandoraPFO

IsolatedLepton
Tagging

FastJet_kt_8_13 FastJet_kt_6_13
Fast_kt_8_13	

Beam-Backgroud corrected
withR	=	1.3	and 8	jets

JetPFOsCollection_6_13JetPFOsCollection_8_13

h2dmAnalysis

JetPFOs_8_13	
JetClustering removed

VertexFinder_8_13

BuildUpVertex_8_13
WithVertex	Information JetClustering And

FlavorTag_8_13

RefinedJets_8_13	
Clustered Jets	with Flavor Tag

BuildUpVertex_6_13
WithVertex	Information
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JetClustering And
FlavorTag_6_13
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Most	energetic Lepton

JetPFOs_6_13	
JetClustering removed

Fast_kt_6_13	
Beam-Backgroud corrected
withR	=	1.3	and 6		jets

PFOs_WoLepton
Most	energetic Lepton

removed

Isolated lepton foundNo isolated lepton found

Particle	collection
Legend:

Marlin	processor

Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of Marlin processor structure

2.2 Lepton selection

For the lepton selection, the IsolatedLeptonTaggingProcessor [30] is included in the Mar-
linReco package [27] since version v01-12. This processor uses a neural network (multilayer
perceptron) of the TMVA package (Toolkit for Multivariate Data Analysis [31] integrated
in ROOT) to select one isolated lepton. Here weights1 trained on four fermion processes at
p
s = 500 GeV because there are no weights trained on

p
s = 1 TeV available. Nevertheless,

the tagging efficiency is around 90 % on a high level (for details see table 2.1).
It is important to select the isolated lepton before the beam background reduction (chap-
ter 2.3.1) because the used kt-algorithm requires six jets and removes particles which are far
from those jets. So isolated leptons will be removed in some events. On the other hand it is
very unlikely to select a particle of the beam background as the isolated lepton. The lower
efficiencies for the isolated lepton selection in table 2.2 is proving this.
In 2 % of the hadronic signal an isolated lepton is mistakenly selected. The reason for, this un-
expected large ratio, maybe the weights trained on

p
s = 500 GeV because with larger energy

in the event leptons in the jets have larger energy and might be selected mistakenly.

1
weights_isolated_electron_llh_gg_bbbb_500 and weights_isolated_muon_llh_gg_bbbb_500 located
at /home/ilc/tianjp/analysis/PostDBD/IsolatedLeptonTagging/weights/
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correct lepton selected other particle selected
e 89.9 % 0.5 %
µ 90.6 % 0.4 %
⌧ 9.1 % 1.9 %

Table 2.1: Table of isolated lepton selection efficiencies; e stands for the semi-leptonic signal
where W ! e⌫e; ⌧ and µ have analogous mining (isolated lepton selection is done before
beam background removal)

correct lepton selected other particle selected
e 86.9 0.6
µ 88 0.45
⌧ 8.2 1.8

Table 2.2: Table of isolated lepton selection efficiencies; all numbers are given in percent, e
stands for the semi-leptonic signal where W ! e⌫e; ⌧ and µ have analogous mining (beam
background removal is done before isolated lepton selection)

2.3 Jet Reconstruction

2.3.1 Hadronic Beam-Induced-Background

The particle beams are bent under the electro-magnetic field of the opposite beam and thus
radiate photons. This is referred to as beamstrahlung. In general these photons can react to
produce e+e� pairs, most of which are very close to the beam line and will not get detected by
the main detector but those are problematic in terms of radiation damage for materials and
apparatuses in forward region.
In order to increase the luminosity at linear colliders, a great effort has to be made to focus the
beams into a very small transverse size to collide. Thus the approaching beams are exposed
to very large electro-magnetic field of the opposite bunch. The bunches are attracted to the
center of the oncoming bunches with opposite charge and get focused even stronger which
increases the luminosity. This is called pinch effect. Through relativistic effects, the pinch
effect becomes stronger with higher energy, which boosts luminosity and at the same time
beamstrahlung as well.
The photons from beamstrahlung produce quark pairs as well which effects this analysis and
has a large impact on the resolution because of their high energy. On average, 4.1 of these
events were expected per bunch crossing for ILC at 1 TeV but a new study suggests a lower
rate of 2.7 [32]. Nevertheless, an average of 4.1 events where overlaid to the data samples used
here.
These quark pairs, hadronising to various hadrons, are reduced with the kt-algorithm of the
FastJetFinder ([25], [33]). This method was adapted from similar studies (e.g. [34]).
Generally speaking, the kt-algorithm clusters all tracks to a requested number of jets. If a
track is closer to the beam line than to the closest jet, the track gets removed. In order to
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calculate the distance to the jet, a generalized Radius R is used. This R value is used to
optimize how many particles get removed.
In detail, the kt-algorithm follows this steps:

1. Calculate the distance between all tracks

d
ij

= min(p2
T i

, p2
Tj

)
�R

ij

R

where �R
ij

= (⌘
i

� ⌘
j

)2 + (�
i

� �
j

)2 , ⌘ is the pseudo rapidity and � the azimuth (angle
perpendicular to beam pipe) and p

T i

is the transverse momentum of track i.

2. Find the smallest d
ij

a) If d
ij

< d
iB

= p2
T i

, merge tracks

b) If not, remove Track i

(d
iB

is the distance between track i and beam line)

3. Continue with the first step until there are only N tracks, where N is the number of
requested jets [25]

The value of R was varied in the range of 0.1 to 1.5. Then the clustered event gets restored to
tracks and reclustered by the Durham algorithm [35] accessed through SatoruJetFinder from
the MarlinReco package [27]. The SatoruJetFinder was used rather than the LCFIplus [26]
because the computing time of LCFIplus is much longer but the clustering result is similar to
the Durham algorithm.
To estimate which R values is appropriate for this study, the mass of both charged Higgs
bosons is calculated. In order to do so, one of the four color singlets2 are connected to each
jet as following: the color singlet which gave the largest contribution to the jet in terms of
energy is assigned. This is done with generator information and cannot be known in the real
experiment.
Now the events are classified to three categories:

a) If all four color singlets have each two jets assigned, the assignment is final (good clus-
tering)3

b) If color singlet k has only one jet assigned and color singlet j has three jets assigned, the
jet with highest Ek,i�Ej,i

Ek,i+Ej,i
is reassigned to color singlet k (moderate clustering) where E

l,i

denotes the energy of jet i resulting from color singlet l

2The color singlets in this process the color singlets develop as follows:

H+H� ! < bt >< W+ ! qq >< bt >< W� ! qq >

where each color singlet is marked with <>
3occurrence is shown in table 2.3
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c) In other cases the event gets discarded for this calculation (failed clustering)

Since it is known which color singlet originated from which charged Higgs trough generator
information, m

H
+ can be defined as the invariant mass of the jets assigned to the two color

singlets from H+. The invariant mass of the other four jets is m
H
� . The relation between

color singlet and jet stays unknown for events with failed clustering and the masses cannot be
reconstructed. Therefore, these events are discarded for this chapter.
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Figure 2.2: Charged Higgs mass (right: m
H
+ , left: m

H
�) in green �� -background removed

by generator in formation, black without any correction and other colors with corrected with
kt-algorithm with varied R as noted in the legend (see figure A.1 for more values for R)

As one can see in figure 2.2 the contribution of the ��-background to the reconstructed Higgs
mass can be reduced with the used kt-algorithm. If the generalized radius R is chosen too
small, tracks from the real event tend to get removed. Thus some energy in the event is
removed and the reconstructed Higgs mass becomes smaller. Values between 1 and 1.3 for R

were found to be appropriated. In order to avoid removing tracks of the real event a relatively
high value of R = 1.3 was chosen. This is consistent with an earlier study of the top-Yukawa-
coupling at 1 TeV where the same final state was analyzed where R = 1.2 was chosen [34].
The influence of the background removal on jet pairing, b-tagging and clustering is shown in
table 2.3. Jet pairing, b-tagging and clustering will be treated in the next chapters (2.3.3
and 2.3.2)
The background removal with kt-algorithm was only studied on hadronic signal. Nevertheless,
the ��-background is corrected as well for semi-leptonic background in the same manner.
After the lepton selection the kt-algorithm runs on the rest of the event while requesting six
jets and setting R = 1.3.
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2.3.2 Jet Clustering

The LCFIplus package [26] is used for the final jet clustering. LCFIplus uses the LCFIVertex
package [36] and improves the clustering utilizing vertex information. At the same time LCFI-
plus provides a bottom quark likeliness called b-tag for every requested jet. The b-tagging is
done with boosted decision trees of the TMVA package and is essential in this study for the
jet pairing and event selection (chapter 2.3.3 and 2.5). LCFIplus is using pretrained weights
to calculate the b-tag values. Here the 6q1000_v02_p01 was used, which has been trained on
events with six jet at

p
s = 1 TeV, however they are used for both hadronic and semi-leptonic

mode because of the lack of weights trained on eight jet events.

2.3.3 Jet pairing

The jet pairing is performed with a chi square minimization. The �2 is defined as

�2 =

�����
(m

j1j2j3j4
)2 � (m

j5j6j7j8
)2

2�2

H
±

�����+
✓
m

j2j3j4
� mt

�t

◆2

+

✓
m

j6j7j8
� mt

�t

◆2

+

✓
m

j3j4
� mW

�W

◆2

+

✓
m

j7j8
� mW

�W

◆2
(2.1)

where j1, j2, j5 and j6 are b-jets and j3, j4, j7 and j8 are light jets from W decays. �
H
± and

�t have been chosen to 80 GeV and �W to 48 GeV. These values are taken from the width of
the relevant mass distributions with the described jet pairing method in chapter 2.3.1 using
generator information. In the first term of �2 for the Higgs mass, the difference of the two
masses were introduced, rather than the deviation to the expected mass in order not be biased
towards the expected mass.
The total combinations of the eight jets are N = 8! = 40320. In order to obtain better quality
of the jet pairing and reduce the number of possible jet pairing combinations, the following
conditions are applied:

• The four jets with highest b-tag are required to be the jets from bottom quarks. This
reduces the combination to N = 4!2 = 576.

• Without exchanging the jets from a given W boson and without exchanging the two
Higgs bosons with each other. Therefore, the combinations reduce to N = 4!

2

2
4 = 36.

With this reduced number of options the computing time is unproblematic and furthermore,
the risk of getting a small �2 for a wrong combination is low.
From the method explained in chapter 2.3.1 the underlying color singlet of the jets is known
and can be compared to the �2 pairing. If the pairing agrees, it will be called correctly paired.
About one quarter of the hadronic signal is correctly paired (see table 2.3).
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Uncorrected† R = 1.3†† no ��-BG††† Description
b-tag 38.0 % 42.5 % 44.6 % The four b-jets have highest b-tag in the event

good clustering 40.2 % 49.5 % 50.7 % As defined in chapter 2.3.1

working clustering 92.5 % 95.6 % 95.8 % Good and moderate clustering from chapter 2.3.1

correctly paired 17.2 % 24.5 % 27.8 % Jet pairing agrees with major color singlet fraction in jet

† Without any correction
†† Beam background corrected with kt-algorithm with R = 1.3
††† Overlay removed with generator information

Table 2.3: Table of clustering, b-tagging and pairing efficiencies

In the case of semi-leptonic signal, the same �2 pairing is used but the jets j7 and j8 are
required to be the lepton four momentum and the neutrino four momentum respectively. The
reconstruction of the neutrino will be treated in chapter 2.4.

Despite the very high b-tagging efficiency, there are still a number of events with low b-tag
values. For most of these events the clustering rather than pairing or b-tagging is problematic.
Before, two categories (b-jets and light jets) were defined. However, for these events with bad
clustering, a more realistic pairing can be reached, if the following three categories are defined:

1. b-jets (with highest b-tag)

2. light jets (lowest b-tag)

3. unknown flavor jets (with medium b-tag)

Here the combinations are with two jets in the third category N = 8⇤7⇤3!2

2
4 = 126 or with four

jets in the third category N = 8⇤7⇤6⇤5⇤2!2

2
4 = 8!⇤22

4!⇤24
= 420.

This method becomes effective for events with low b-tag but those events will be rejected by
the background suppression (chapter 2.5) later on and has therefore no effect on the final result.

Another method to improve the jet pairing is the optimization of �2 or adding other terms.
Therefore the following �2

optim with weight w, which will be optimized, was tested

�2
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with

EH1
=

4X

i=1

E
i

and EH2
=

8X

i=5

E
i

where E
i

is the energy of jet i. ✓
H
+
H
� is the production angle between the charged Higgs

bosons formed by the reconstructed jets. The different widths were chosen to

�
✓

= 0.3, �cos = 0.18, �
E

= 117 GeV

with the same method as mentioned before.
By optimizing two of the weights at the same time, the following optimal choice was found:

wH wW wt w
✓

wcos w
E

1 2 3 0.6 0 0

This improves the pairing efficiency by about 1.6 % from 24.5 % to 26.1 %. The effect of
this on the final result was not checked because of lack of the time but the effect is expected
to be small because the improvement is small. This was again only studied for hadronic signal.

In order to check jet clustering and pairing, a 3D-display was developed for visual inspec-
tion on an event by event bases. An event, where two jets got clustered to one and another jet
got split into two, is shown in figure 2.3. This kind of events are common but in most events
with bad clustering it is difficult to figure out what is going on because of the large number of
jets.
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Figure 2.3: 3D-display to check jet clustering and pairing event by event. In the running
program the upper left quarter can be turned with the mouse. The other quarters show the
projection on one plane as noted. The dashed lines are displayed from simulator information
and the solid lines show the reconstructed jets. Here the display shows an event where two
jets got clustered to one and another jet got split into two. The ovals are added to indicate
the issue.

2.4 Neutrino Reconstruction

In the case of semi-leptonic signal one neutrino has to be reconstructed. Therefore, four
methods where tested. Since the neutrino cannot be detected its four momentum has to be
calculated from the missing momentum and energy in the event. The largest uncertainties
for this is the beam spectrum, missing momentum from other neutrinos in the jets, beam
background and beam background reduction.

2.4.1 Missing Energy Method (MEM)

The idea in MEM is simply using total four momentum of the event pvis and subtract it from
the momentum of the center of the mass system (CMS) pCMS. Because the crossing angle will
be 14 mrad and the collision energy 1 TeV[13], it is given as

pCMS = (1 TeV, 0, 0, 1 TeV · sin(0.014/2))

pvis is simply the sum over all Particle Flow Objects (PFO) which are the tracks

pvis =

NPFOX

i=1

p
i
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Thus the neutrino four momentum can be written as

p
⌫,MEM = pCMS � pvis (2.2)

This method is typically used for ILC analysis.

2.4.2 Missing Momentum Method (MMM)

This is a slight modification of MEM. Because the momentum resolution is better than the
energy resolution (see figure 2.4) and the neutrino mass is negligible, the relation E = p is
adopted. Therefore, the neutrino four momentum can be written as

p
⌫,MMM = (|~p

⌫,MEM|, ~p
⌫,MEM)
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where k is |~p|
(absolute momentum), p

i

(momentum components) or E (energy) of the neutrino as noted
in the legend determined by MEM

2.4.3 Missing Direction Method (MDM)

The invariant mass of the neutrino-lepton system is the W boson mass. This information
can be used to improve the resolution. Because the resolution of the direction of missing
momentum is better than the energy resolution, the reasoning of the MDM is to calculate the
neutrino Energy E

⌫

from the mass constraint (compare figure 2.4).
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The W mass can be written as

m2
W = (p

⌫

+ p
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`

where p
⌫

and p
`

denote the four momenta of neutrino and lepton respectively. The assumption
p2
⌫

= p2
`

= 0 was used, which is obvious for neutrinos and reasonable for leptons, since muon
and electron momentum are much larger than the mass.
Simplifying farther:
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the assumption of negligible mass was applied again in from of E
i

= |~p| and cos ✓ is the decay
angle of neutrino and lepton
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solving this for E
⌫

gives the estimate of this method for the neutrino energy as

E
⌫,MDM =

m2
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2E
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(1 � cos ✓)

and the four momentum as

p
⌫,MDM = (E

⌫,MDM, E
⌫,MDM

~p
⌫,MEM

|~p
⌫,MEM|)

An additional uncertainty of this method comes from the W width but is small in comparison
to the uncertainty on the direction of missing momentum.

2.4.4 Missing Transversal Momentum Method (MTMM)

In this method the idea is to use only the missing momentum of the event in transversal
direction orthogonal to the beam pipe. Looking at figure 2.4 it is obvious that the resolution
of the transversal direction is better than in z-direction for a number of reasons.

• Beam background: As discussed in chapter 2.3.1, beam background is mainly in
forward direction as well as the beam background reduction, discussed in the same
chapter. Remaining beam background or removed tracks from the main event contribute
largely to the resolution in z-direction.

• Beam spectrum: The variance in the z-component of the beam electron and positron
are much larger than it is in transverse components.
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• Undetected particles: Particles of the main event can in general get lost in the beam
pipe. Furthermore, the detectors in the barrel have a better accuracy than in the end
caps.

Equation 2.3 is reused as follows
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where p2pi donates the component i of p’s momentum.
This is a fairly complicated second degree polynomial. Nevertheless, it can be solved with the
quadratic formula for the neutrino momentum in z-direction p

⌫z

. The solution was found to
be
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It has two solutions. In this study the solutions closer to the z-component of MEM p
⌫,MEMz

is
selected. Theoretically the square root of K cannot become imaginary but from uncertainties
there are cases where it would become imaginary. In order to prevent that the absolute value
is used.

In figure 2.5 the energy deviation and deviation in z-component of the momentum to the
generated value is shown for the methods explained. When comparing the methods MTMM
is the best in the momentum but in the energy deviation MMM is a little better. Very badly
reconstructed events can have a very large deviation from the real value for MTMM and MDM
because of error evolution. However, MEM and MMM are stable for even those events. Since
MEM and MMM have the exact same momentum but because MMM is much better for the
energy reconstruction, it was chosen for the further analysis. Furthermore, MMM does not fix
the W mass and leaves the opportunity to use this value for the further analysis. Nevertheless,
MTMM could be a good alternative for most events.
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deviation between reconstructed and generated energy; left figure shows the deviation for
the z-component of the momentum

2.5 Event Selection

The event selection is optimized for maximal significance which is defined as

S =
N

Sp
N

S

+N
B

where N
S

is the number of signal events and N
B

the total number of background events. In a
simple counting experiment, the statistical uncertainty would be the inverse of the significance.

�N

N
=

1

S

One can optimize the event selection on the signal significance or on the correctly paired signal
significance using the definition of correct pairing from chapter 2.3.3. In this study both has
been tried out. In the case of optimization for correct pairing other signal was not added to N

B

.
Beside that hadronic signal was not considered as background when optimizing semi-leptonic
signal and vice versa.

2.5.1 Static Cuts

The cuts in this chapter have been inspired by one of the benchmark physics processes of
charged Higgs bosons for the proposed Compact Linear Collider (CLIC) [37], even though this
study is for a collision energy of

p
s = 1 TeV. The cuts are shown in table 2.4 (2.5) for opti-

mization for hadronic (semi-leptonic) signal significance and in table 2.6 (2.7) for optimization
for correctly paired hadronic (semi-leptonic) signal significance.
In the following the cuts will be briefly explained.

• (no) IsoLep is the isolated lepton criteria as described in chapter 2.2
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• 4 highest b-tags is the sum of the highest four b-tag values in the event. (see chap-
ter 2.3.2)

• Evis is defined as Evis =
P

NPFO
i=1 E

i

where NPFO is the number of tracks in the event after
beam background reduction and E

i

is the reconstructed energy of track i. In case of the
semi-leptonic mode the energy of the lepton is added as well to Evis.

• �
H± is the first term of the �2 used for jet pairing in equitation 2.1

�
H
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• �t is the top quark related term of the �2 used for jet pairing in equitation 2.1
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• yn(n+1) is provided by the LCFIplus package and obtained by the Durham algorithm
which is briefly explained in chapter A.1. y

n(n+1) is the ycut value at the transition of
n+ 1 to n requested jets.

• Thrust cuts: MinorThrust, PrincibleThrust and cosThrustAxis are provided by the
ThrustReconstruction processor of MarlinReco. They are variables of the event shape
or in other words the distribution of momentum in the space.

• mmiss is the missing mass in the event.

mmiss =

q�
p
⌫,MEM

�2

p
⌫,MEM was defined in equation 2.2

2.5.2 Boosted Decision Trees

The TMVA from ROOT was used to develop an alternative event selection. The boosted
decision trees (BDT) and Boosted Decision Trees with gradient boosting (BDTG) were found
to be the best methods for this purpose. In order to replace the event selection with static cuts,
very similar input values as the cut values from the previous chapter were used. Small changes
where made for “4 highest b-tags” and �t . “4 highest b-tags” was divided in two highest b-tags
and next two highest b-tags. �t was divided into its summands. As a preselection the “No
IsoLep” criteria was used in the hadronic mode and “IsoLep” was used for semi-leptonic mode.
BDT was found to be the best method. The results are shown in figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: Results of primary BDT event selection for hadronic (left) and semi-leptonic
signal (right)

After the event selection with static cuts, there are two main types of remaining background;
events with the same final state as the signal and top pair production (see table 2.10). Also two
events of Z bosons decaying into a quark pair (marked as “Z(ha)” in table 2.10) are selected.
These events have high cross section but only a relatively small number of generated events
were available for this analysis. Top pair production (tt) has a similar event shape as signal
and relative high cross section. Events with same final state are top pair production with a
radiating SM Higgs (tth (sl/h)), top pair production with radiation Z boson (ttZ) and top pair
production accompanied by a hard gluon (ttbb). These events are very similar to the signal in
number of jets, number of b-jets, event shape and so forth. However, the kinematics of these
events are different. For example, the invariant mass of the bottom quarks, not coming from
top, is peaking at Z mass and Higgs mass for ttZ and tth respectively. The signal however is
not peaking. Event selection with BDT is advantageous in such cases.
Therefore, a secondary background suppression was trained after applying the static cuts from
chapter 2.5.1. The input values were chosen to separate same final state signal.

• Invariant mass and cosine of the decay angle from

– Bottom quarks system

– Top quarks system

– Higgs bosons system

• Thrust information, namely:

– PrincipleThrust

– MajorThrust

– MinorThrust

– CosThrustAxis
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• y34

• Evis

• Energy of the top quarks

• Number of charged tracks in the event

• �2 (as defined in equation 2.1)

• Third and fourth highest b-tag

• mmiss,t

• Difference of momenta of bottom quarks

• Difference of momenta of Higgs bosons

For this secondary event selection, BDTG showed an advantage over BDT. However, train-
ing and applying to improve the signal significance does not show a relevant effect over the
primary selection with BDT. On the other hand, training and applying it on correctly paired
signal significance shows an effect. The results are shown in figure 2.7. The main reason for
this behavior is probably the large fraction of mis-clustered and mis-paired signal and the
indistinguishably of this signal and background with same final state.
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Figure 2.7: Results of secondary BDTG event selection for hadronic (left) and semi-leptonic
signal (right) trained for correctly paired signal

The output of primary BDT and secondary BDTG event selection are combined with the
previous ROOT-file from the Marlin analysis. After that the best cut values are selected. The
corresponding cuts are shown in table 2.8 for hadronic and in table 2.9 for semi-leptonic mode.
The optimal cut values can be taken from figure 2.6, when optimizing for signal significance.
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had. signal semi-l. signal BG Signif. Effi. Purity
Expected 4771 4597 3.04 · 108 0.27 1.00 0.00
No IsoLep 4684 1642 2.11 · 108 0.32 0.98 0.00
4 highest b-tags > 2.7 3606 1326 57006 14.65 0.76 0.06
Evis < 1200 3605 1326 56872 14.66 0.76 0.06
Evis > 760 3543 948 25223 20.89 0.74 0.12
�
H
± < 6 3543 947 23814 21.42 0.74 0.13

y45 > 0.002 3487 896 8214 32.23 0.73 0.30
�t < 9 3487 896 8213 32.24 0.73 0.30
y67 > 5 · 105 3477 875 7438 33.28 0.73 0.32
principleThrust < 0.81 3213 759 2361 43.03 0.67 0.58
minorThrust > 0.11 3209 756 2183 43.70 0.67 0.60
|cosThrustAxis| < 0.91 3127 736 1885 44.17 0.66 0.62
mmiss > 140 3107 722 1803 44.34 0.65 0.63
mmiss,t 125 3094 587 1727 44.56 0.65 0.64
mmiss,z 210 3090 586 1708 44.61 0.65 0.64

Table 2.4: Cut table for hadronic signal optimized on signal significance

semi-l. signal had. signal BG Signif. Effi. Purity
Expected 4597 4771 3.04 · 108 0.26 1.00 0.00
IsoLep 2955 87 9.27 · 107 0.31 0.64 0.00
4 highest b-tags > 2.5 2386 53 20712 15.70 0.52 0.10
Evis < 1330 2298 53 12680 18.77 0.50 0.15
Evis > 900 2297 52 11993 19.22 0.50 0.16
�
H
± < 3 2286 50 9891 20.72 0.50 0.19

y45 > 0.001 2237 50 3325 30.00 0.49 0.40
�t < 41 2237 50 3325 30.00 0.49 0.40
principleThrust < 0.815 2041 47 1190 35.90 0.44 0.63
minorThrust > 0.11 2033 47 1145 36.06 0.44 0.64
|cosThrustAxis| < 0.94 2001 46 1035 36.32 0.44 0.66
mmiss > -160 1985 46 981 36.45 0.43 0.67
mmiss,t < 290 1985 46 978 36.46 0.43 0.67
mmiss,z < 240 1982 46 965 36.51 0.43 0.67

Table 2.5: Cut table for semi-leptonic signal optimized on signal significance
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cor. h. Sig. other Sig. BG Signif. Effi. Purity
Expected 1166 8202 3.04 · 108 0.07 1.00 0.00
No IsoLep 1165 5161 2.11 · 108 0.08 1.00 0.00
4 highest b-tags > 2.8 998 3705 42661 4.77 0.86 0.02
Evis < 1100 997 3698 42207 4.80 0.86 0.02
Evis > 820 951 2815 17225 7.05 0.82 0.05
�
H
± < 0.4 898 2346 10417 8.44 0.77 0.08

y45 > 0.003 862 2178 3041 13.83 0.74 0.22
�t < 0.4 813 1513 1955 15.49 0.70 0.30
y67 > 5 · 10�5 810 1502 1815 15.86 0.69 0.31
principleThrust < 0.8 749 1304 521 21.18 0.64 0.60
|cosThrustAxis| < 0.91 733 1271 458 21.43 0.63 0.63
mmiss > -100 726 1236 421 21.63 0.62 0.64
mmiss,t < 95 723 1155 394 21.84 0.62 0.66
mmiss,z < 170 721 1154 390 21.86 0.62 0.66

Table 2.6: Cut table for hadronic signal optimized on correctly paired signal significance

cor. sl. Sig. other Sig. BG Signif. Effi. Purity
Expected 1053 8315 3.04 · 108 0.06 1.00 0.00
IsoLep 943 2099 9.27 · 107 0.10 0.90 0.00
4 highest b-tags > 2.85 741 1294 7334 8.25 0.70 0.09
Evis < 1300 703 1198 4266 9.97 0.67 0.14
Evis > 980 701 1193 3798 10.45 0.67 0.16
�
H
± < 1 689 1107 2757 11.74 0.65 0.20

y45 > 0.001 676 1086 1300 15.21 0.64 0.34
�t < 1 649 795 1003 15.97 0.62 0.39
principleThrust < 0.815 594 717 395 18.90 0.56 0.60
minorThrust > 0.11 591 715 388 18.90 0.56 0.60
|cosThrustAxis| < 0.935 582 703 358 18.98 0.55 0.62
mmiss > -180 580 701 350 19.02 0.55 0.62
mmiss,t < 310 580 701 350 19.02 0.55 0.62
mmiss,z < 210 579 699 346 19.04 0.55 0.63

Table 2.7: Cut table for semi-leptonic signal optimized on correctly paired signal signifi-
cance

cor. h. Sig. other Sig. BG Signif. Effi. Purity
Expected 1166 8202 3.04 · 108 0.07 1.00 0.00
No IsoLep 1165 5161 2.11 · 108 0.08 1.00 0.00
pre BDT > 0.13 1010 2914 1531 20.04 0.87 0.40
sec BDTG > -0.025 865 936 190 26.63 0.74 0.82

Table 2.8: Cut table for hadronic signal optimized on correctly paired signal significance
with BDT outputs
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cor. sl. Sig. other Sig. BG Signif. Effi. Purity
Expected 1053 8315 3.04 · 108 0.06 1.00 0.00
IsoLep 943 2099 9.27 · 107 0.10 0.90 0.00
pre BDT > 0.105 823 1606 1331 17.73 0.78 0.38
sec BDTG > 0.025 671 483 181 22.99 0.64 0.79

Table 2.9: Cut table for semi-leptonic signal optimized on correctly paired signal signifi-
cance with BDT outputs

Cut type Optim. type Mode Sig o. Sig Z(h) ttZ ttbb tt(sl) tt(h) tth(sl) tth(h) other
Static cuts (h) 1982 46 0 138 106 454 16 200 12 0
Static cuts (sl) 3090 586 139 208 181 95 678 53 327 26
Static cuts corr. paired (h) 579 699 0 50 61 112 2 103 4 0
Static cuts corr. paired (sl) 721 1154 0 46 54 12 122 12 121 0
BDT (h) 2156 59 0 136 104 363 12 206 18 5
BDT (sl) 3495 519 139 215 161 59 640 39 373 23
BDT corr. paired (h) 671 483 0 24 27 65 2 54 2 0
BDT corr. paired (sl) 865 936 0 18 30 5 63 4 69 0

Table 2.10: Remaining background after the event selections; (h) stands for hadronic and
(sl) stands for semi-leptonic
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2.6 Mass measurement

In order to develop a procedure for a possible mass measurement of the charged Higgs bosons,
data samples with variated mass were generated. In order to know which margin the samples
should be generated, the mass distribution of correctly paired signal was fitted with a Breit-
Wigner distribution. The events with failed pairing and the background was fitted with one
Gaussian distribution. The two shapes were added and fitted together. The uncertainty on
the mean of the Breit-Wigner distribution, given by the used RooFit package [38] was about
1 GeV. With this very preliminary result, it was decided to produce five data sets in 2 GeV
steps. In the further study, the correlation between fitted means and generated mass was diffi-
cult to evaluate. That is the reason why two additional data sets at ± 10 GeV were generated
(see table A.1). The distribution of the invariant mass of the two reconstructed Higgs bosons
of these seven samples is referred to as templates. For m

H
± = 350 GeV, twice as many events

were generated to provide a statistically independent test data set in addition to the template
at this mass. The test data set contains just the number of events from each sample, so that
some of the events in the large sample remained unused.
In the following, the charged Higgs mass distribution will be the invariant mass of the first
four jets j1 to j4 and last four jets j5 to j8 from chapter 2.3.3. Both invariant masses are added
to the same histogram. Hadronic and semi-leptonic signal are both added to this histogram
as well.
The SM background which cannot be rejected by the event selection (chapter 2.5) is parame-
terized by a bifurcated Gaussian distribution (see figure 2.8). A bifurcated Gaussian is defined
as

f(x) =
1

(�
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+ �
R

)
p

⇡

2

exp

"
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2

✓
x � µ

�

◆2
#
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8
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:
�
L

x � µ < 0

�
R

otherwise
(2.4)

where µ is the maximum4 of the distribution and �
L

and �
R

are the widths of the left and
right Gaussian respectively.
This parameterizing is necessary because the different data samples have different statistics
and most samples have no additional statistic to provide an independent test data set. For
example the data samples of Z boson to two quarks decay have very low statistics. Therefore
they have to be weighted with 69.4 (see table A.1). Only two event are selected by the static
cuts, which results in four bins with large error bars in figure 2.8. Nevertheless, it is assumed
that the number of events (even with large uncertainty) is an appropriate approximation.
However, for the purpose of getting a realistic distribution in the reconstructed Higgs mass a
bifurcated Gaussian was chosen because it seems to fit well even if there is a slight change in
the event selection.

4µ is sometimes referred to as mean but this is only true if �L = �R
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Figure 2.8: Charged Higgs mass distribution of SM background; upper plots show the
background with static cut selection optimized on signal significance (chapter 2.5.1) and
lower shows BDT based selection optimized on correctly paired signal significance (chap-
ter 2.5.2). Left hand plots reveal the original distribution and the fitted bifurcated Gaussian;
the right hand plot corresponds to the generated distribution which is used for the further
mass determination is shown. Information of the fit is given on the right.

2.6.1 Template method

For the template method a test set is compared to the templates (see figure 2.9). In order to
compare the distributions, the minimum chi squared method is used. Here �2

temp is used as an
observable for the difference of the distributions with the following definition

�2
temp =

NX

i=0

(T
i

� S
i

)2

S
i

where N is the number of bins T
i

accounts for the expected number of events in bin i originate
from the template; S

i

is the corresponding number of events in bin i of the test set. The
templates as well as the test data set includes the SM background as discussed before. All
templates contain the same generated background set but the background set of the test sample
is generated independently. The number of background events for the templates is fixed as
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Figure 2.9: Template fit of variated m
H
± ; in blue histograms of templates and black data

points from a test data set with m
H
± = 350 GeV; the event selection is done by BDT

optimized on correct pairing

the expected number from chapter 2.5. However, the corresponding number for the test set is
a random number from a Poisson distribution with mean of the expected number.
The obtained �2

temp values from the seven templates are plotted on the corresponding generated
Higgs mass (see figure 2.10). In the case where the templates have the same statistics as the
test data set the uncertainty on �2

temp would be ��2
temp =

p
2N , where N is the number of

bins. Here, the template size is about twice of the test data size. Since the function of �2
temp

is unknown, ��2
temp =

p
2N is used as rough estimate, which is only a visual orientation and

has no influence on the final result.
The �2

temp points in figure 2.10 are fitted with a parabola where the minimum is the estimate
of the real experiment for the final result of the mass measurement. Therefore

m
H
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inv
�
�2
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�
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"
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#
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2
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where �2(x) is the fitted function and �2
inv(x) the inverse. The statistical uncertainty is given
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Figure 2.10: �2
temp obtained from the comparison of the templates and a test data set fitted

by a parabola; the event selection is done by BDT optimized on correct pairing

2.6.2 Shape method

In this method, the aim is to identify the signal shape and perform a fit of its maximum. Then
a linear regression is applied to the maximum of the signal shape and the generated mass of
the templates. From this information and the maximum of the test data set, the underlying
mass is reconstructed.
The signal shape is approximated with two bifurcated Gaussian distributions (equation 2.4);
a narrow one for correctly paired signal and a wide one for wrong paired signal. Correctly
paired signal is selected as defined in chapter 2.3.3 and fitted with a bifurcated Gaussian and a
normal Gaussian (left column of figure 2.11). Signal, where the clustering has failed (definition
in chapter 2.3.1), is fitted to the bifurcated Gaussian for wrong pairing. This is displayed in
the second column of figure 2.11. These two preliminary fits fulfill only the purpose of gaining
reliable starting values for fitting the total signal shape. Then both bifurcated Gaussian
distributions are fitted to the signal shape. This is shown in the right half of figure 2.11. No
generator information is needed for this procedure. It can be done the same way with real
data.
For the next step a generated background data set is added to templates and test data set in
the same manner as explained before for the template method. Then all seven templates are
fitted with three bifurcated Gaussian distributions for background, correctly and wrong paired
signal. All parameters are fixed to the expected value except the maximum of correctly and
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Figure 2.11: Charged Higgs mass distribution for signal and shape fitting; upper plots show
the background with static cut selection optimized on signal significance (chapter 2.5.1) and
lower shows BDT based selection optimized on correctly paired signal significance (chap-
ter 2.5.2). The first two columns show the preliminary fits to obtain start values for the
final fit. The third column reveals the final fit where correctly paired (dashed blue) and
wrong paired signal (dashed red) is fitted with bifurcated Gaussian distributions. In the left
column information to the fit is shown.

wrong paired distributions which will be called µ
c

and µ
w

respectively in the following. The
linear regression of the results for µ

c

and µ
w

and the generated mass are shown in figure 2.12.

The test data set is fitted in the same manner. This fit is shown for the four different event
selections in figure 2.13. From this, the estimate for shape method of the real experiment for
the final result is given by

m
H
± = bµ+ a
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Figure 2.12: Linear regression of the generated mass to the maximum µ of the correctly
paired (wrong paired) bifurcated Gaussian in the left (right) figures; upper plots show the
background with static cut selection optimized on signal significance (chapter 2.5.1) and
lower shows BDT based selection optimized on correctly paired signal significance (chap-
ter 2.5.2). On the left side information to the fit and the results for m

H
± are shown.

where b is the slope of the linear regression and a is the y-axis intercept. Therefore the
uncertainty is given by

�m
H
± =

s✓
�µ

b

◆2

+

✓
�a

b

◆2

+ (µ�b)2

=

q
�2

fit +�2
const +�2

linear

In figure 2.12 the results from the test data set is shown in blue color.
The two results from wrong and correctly paired signal are two independent observables. The
correlation is neglected for now. Therefore, the two results can be combined to one by weighted
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Figure 2.13: Fit of test data set by the shape method for different event selections as
denote each figure; the data points is the test data set; the black function the total function,
solid blue - total signal, dashed blue - wrong pairing, green - correct pairing and red is the
background

average.
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However, since �m
c,H

± << �m
w,H

± the advantage of the weighted average over the value
estimated from the position of the correctly paired distribution is minimal (see 2.14).

2.6.3 Reduced shape method

This method is a variation of the shape method. Rather than combining two results as for
m

a,H
± , the fit can be reduced to only one variable, since the relations of m

H
±(µ

c

) and m
H
±(µ

w

)

is known. RooFit provides a RooFormulaVar object enables the connection of fitting parame-
ters with a formula. Connecting two of these objects with the formula, gained from the linear
regressions, reduces the fit parameter to one which is directly the result of the estimate of the
charged Higgs mass. The result is shown as m

r,H
± for the examples in figure 2.12.

In order to test the three methods described above, as well as the different event selections
described in chapter 2.5, a Monte Carlo toy study was performed. Therefore a second inde-
pendent template was taken from the second half of the data samples with m

H
± = 350 GeV.

On the basis of this template 10,000 toy Monte Carlo test data sets are generated. The same
procedures for the mass measurement is repeated on these samples. The number of signal
events in the toy test data set can be varied and related to a cross section while the number
of background events is constant.
The uncertainty and deviation from expected value of all mass measurement methods with the
BDT based selection optimized on correctly paired signal significance (chapter 2.5.2) is shown
in figure 2.14. In figure 2.15 (figure 2.17 / figure 2.16) uncertainty and deviation of reduced
shape method (template method / shape method) is shown with different event selections.
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Figure 2.14: Mass uncertainty (right) and mass deviation of the expected value (left) for
different mass measurement methods as noted in the legend; using the BDT based event
selection optimized for correctly paired signal

With the result from figure 2.14, it is shown that the uncertainty from the template method and
reduced shape method are the lowest. But the deviation of the template method is depended
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Figure 2.15: Mass uncertainty (right) and mass deviation of the expected value (left) from
the reduced shape method for different event selections as noted in the legend
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Figure 2.16: Mass uncertainty (right) and mass deviation of the expected value (left)
from the shape method estimated form the position of the correctly paired distribution for
different event selections as noted in the legend
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the template method for different event selections as noted in the legend
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on the cross section. This is unexpected but the reason could be that the true function of
�2

temp is not parabolic. If the true shape is asymmetric and has a steeper slope on one side, it
could let the average result for the toy study deviate to the side of genital slope. A different
explanation could be that the fraction of signal and background is different between test data
set and templates. However, it has been made sure that apart from the Poisson fluctuation
in the test data set, there is no difference in the composition. Moreover, the result for the
toy Monte Carlo study without background is dependent on the cross section as well (see
figure 2.17).
In figures 2.15, 2.16 and 2.17 the uncertainty is the lowest for the event selection optimized for
correctly paired signal based on BDT. Only the same selection fitted without background is
better. In the case of static cuts, it is advantageous as well to optimize the cuts for correctly
paired signal.
The deviation is generally smaller than the statistical uncertainty, so the results are reliable
but the deviation for template method needs to be corrected or/and taken into account as
systematic uncertainty.





3 Discussion

3.1 Result

For the neutrino reconstruction the Missing Momentum Method showed the best performance.
However, the Missing Transversal Momentum Method has shown a good potential and might
be useful for studies where very high precision of the neutrino reconstruction is necessary.
The event selection has been conducted with static cuts as well as with the multivariate anal-
ysis toolkit from ROOT using boosted decision trees (BDT). The selection was optimized
on signal significance or on correctly paired signal significance. An overview of the observed
significances, efficiencies, purities and mass precision of the event selection can be found in
table 3.1.

Cut type Optim. type Mode Significance Efficiency Purity mass precision
Static cuts hadronic 44.61 65 % 64 % 0.56 GeVStatic cuts semi-lep. 36.51 43 % 67 %
Static cuts corr. paired hadronic 21.86 62 % 66 % 0.54 GeVStatic cuts corr. paired semi-lep. 19.04 55 % 63 %
BDT hadronic 49.14 73 % 67 % 0.53 GeVBDT semi-lep. 38.64 46 % 71 %
BDT corr. paired hadronic 26.63 74 % 82 % 0.47 GeVBDT corr. paired semi-lep. 22.99 64 % 79 %

Table 3.1: Summary of significances, efficiencies, purities and mass precision with reduced
shape method for 9 fb for the corresponding event selection

For the measurement of the charged Higgs mass, three methods have been conducted. The
best method was shown to be the reduced shape method with the BDT based event selection
optimized on correctly paired signal significance. This configuration was found to have a sta-
tistical uncertainty of 0.5 GeV assuming the cross section of H± pair production to be 9 fb
and the branching ratio BR(H± ! tb) = 90 %. This relates to a relative uncertainty of 0.14 %.

3.2 Outlook

With the parameter set used in this analysis the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model
(MSSM) is excluded. However, it is not necessary to assume the MSSM for the event genera-
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tion, as long as the mass, width and charge of the charged Higgs boson is fixed. All underlying
probability density function for Monte Carlo simulation are fixed in this process. This makes
this study transferable to a wide range of Two Higgs Doublet Models. The mass has been
fixed in this study but if there is a discovery of a charged Higgs-like particle the techniques
and even the developed analysis program can be adjusted to the discovery.
There are open questions in this analysis. It has to be investigated why the deviation of the
mean of result for the template method from toy Monte Carlo study depends on the cross
section. Therefore, it is necessary to produce more mass samples in a smaller margin, to study
the underlying �2 minimization. At this point, the template method is unstable and should
not be used.
In this study the following possible sources of systematic uncertainty are not discussed. How-
ever, they are expected to be small, compared to the statistical uncertainty.

• Beam energy

• Beam polarization

• Luminosity

• Jet energy calibration

• Unexpected background

• Beam-induced-background and its removal

In this analysis it was assumed that the simulation is in agreement with the real events. This
assumption is needed to be able to compare the test data set, which will be real data in the
ILC experiment, to the templates, which will be simulated. However, the simulation at this
point will not be in total agreement with what will be seen at the ILC. Nevertheless, when
this analysis is conducted, the ILC project will be running for several years and simulation will
evolve with the project. Furthermore, the deviation of the nature and the simulation will be
known from other measurements. An example is the beam background. At this point it is un-
known, whether the real events and simulation behaves under beam background removal with
kt-algorithm described in chapter 2.3.1 the same or not. However, at the point this analysis
will be conducted with real data, similar background removal will be used for other analyses
such as top pair production or top Yukawa studies. With this experience, the influence can
be corrected or/and the resulting systematic uncertainty will be better understood. The same
can be said about the mass measurement, including the background estimation in it, and the
neutrino reconstruction.
There are a number of SM backgrounds, that have low statistics (see table A.1). All available
samples where used. However, in order to have a reliable result for the event selection based
on BDTs, generated events worth one experiment are needed of training and testing each. The
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low number of generated events can result in over training.
However, Monte Carlo simulation and the Standard Model predictions are in impressive agree-
ment with nature from what we know from LHC and other experiments.
In addition, it would be interesting to see the influence of using the Missing Transversal Mo-
mentum Method instead of the Missing Momentum Method for neutrino reconstruction on
the final result, as well as the influence of the discussed jet pairing optimization. Nevertheless,
the influence is expected to be minor.
Even though the decay rate asymmetry may be very small at the charged Higgs mass studied
here [12], it could be interesting to estimate the precision of �CP

ff

0 defined in chapter 1.2.
The event selection is optimized for a H± pair production of 9 fb and BR(H± ! tb) = 90 %.
For a different ratio of background and signal, the event selection is not optimal.
There are earlier studies of charged Higgs Bosons at linear colliders [11][37][39]. However, the
conditions and collision energies were different. Nevertheless, a study with TESLA conditions
and a charged Higgs boson mass of 300 GeV at a collision energy of

p
s = 800 GeV was con-

ducted [39]. The result of the study is a mass uncertainty of 1.1 GeV by reconstructing the
hadronic channel only. The number of events assumed in that study would correspond to about
6 fb in this study where an uncertainty by analyzing only hadronic signal would result in a
mass uncertainty of 0.8 GeV. Whether these two studies are comparable is however question-
able. Nonetheless, a kinematic fit is being used to improve the statistical uncertainty which
could be applied to this study as well. In this study only Standard Model background has
been considered. In a similar study on charge Higgs boson at Linear colliders [11], it has been
found that the SUSY background from heavy neutral Higgs bosons AH ! bbbb is peaking in
the same region. Since their mass may (depending on the model) change in correlation with
the charge Higgs mass and that way have major influence on the final result. In case of MSSM
the mass of the charged Higgs boson is very similar to the mass of A and H. This would let
the cross section of AH ! tttt peak at the used parameter set and would become the major
background.
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A Appendix

A.1 Durham algorithm

The Durham [35] algorithm works in the following manner.[40]

1. Calculate the distance of tracks v
ij

= 2(1 � cos ✓
ij

)

2. Find smallest v
ij

3. Calculate y
ij

= min(E
i

, E
j

)v
ij

a) If y
ij

< ycut merche the two tracks - update all values for v
ij

and start over with
step 2

b) If y
ij

> ycut return to step 2 and look for next larger v
ij

4. If there are no tracks left to merge and there are more tracks than requested jets raise
ycut and go to step 2
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Figure A.1: Charged Higgs mass (right: m
H
+ , left: m

H
�) in green �� -background removed

by generator in formation, black without any correction and other colors with corrected with
kt-algorithm with varied R (see legend)
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keyword cross section [fb] weight generated events expected events description
h2dm340_h_r 8.23 3.39 · 10�2 9702 329 H+H+ !bbbbxxyy
h2dm340_h_l 8.23 0.448 9900 4.44 · 103 H+H+ !bbbbxxyy
h2dm346_h_r 8.23 3.32 · 10�2 9900 329 H+H+ !bbbbxxyy
h2dm346_h_l 8.23 0.448 9900 4.44 · 103 H+H+ !bbbbxxyy
h2dm348_h_r 8.23 3.32 · 10�2 9900 329 H+H+ !bbbbxxyy
h2dm348_h_l 8.23 0.487 9108 4.44 · 103 H+H+ !bbbbxxyy
h2dm350_h_r 8.23 1.67 · 10�2 19602 329 H+H+ !bbbbxxyy
h2dm350_h_l 8.23 0.226 19602 4.44 · 103 H+H+ !bbbbxxyy
h2dm352_h_r 8.23 3.39 · 10�2 9702 329 H+H+ !bbbbxxyy
h2dm352_h_l 8.23 0.448 9900 4.44 · 103 H+H+ !bbbbxxyy
h2dm354_h_r 8.23 3.41 · 10�2 9648 329 H+H+ !bbbbxxyy
h2dm354_h_l 8.23 0.448 9900 4.44 · 103 H+H+ !bbbbxxyy
h2dm360_h_r 8.23 3.32 · 10�2 9900 329 H+H+ !bbbbxxyy
h2dm360_h_l 8.23 0.467 9504 4.44 · 103 H+H+ !bbbbxxyy
h2dm340_slwm_r 3.96 1.63 · 10�2 9702 158 H+H+ !bbbbxylv
h2dm340_slwm_l 3.96 0.220 9702 2.14 · 103 H+H+ !bbbbxylv
h2dm340_slwp_r 3.96 1.63 · 10�2 9702 158 H+H+ !bbbbxylv
h2dm340_slwp_l 3.96 0.220 9702 2.14 · 103 H+H+ !bbbbxylv
h2dm346_slwm_r 3.96 1.60 · 10�2 9900 158 H+H+ !bbbbxylv
h2dm346_slwm_l 3.96 0.216 9900 2.14 · 103 H+H+ !bbbbxylv
h2dm346_slwp_r 3.96 1.60 · 10�2 9900 158 H+H+ !bbbbxylv
h2dm346_slwp_l 3.96 0.229 9306 2.14 · 103 H+H+ !bbbbxylv
h2dm348_slwm_r 3.96 1.60 · 10�2 9900 158 H+H+ !bbbbxylv
h2dm348_slwm_l 3.96 0.220 9702 2.14 · 103 H+H+ !bbbbxylv
h2dm348_slwp_r 3.96 1.60 · 10�2 9900 158 H+H+ !bbbbxylv
h2dm348_slwp_l 3.96 0.220 9702 2.14 · 103 H+H+ !bbbbxylv
h2dm350_slwm_r 3.96 8.00 · 10�3 19800 158 H+H+ !bbbbxylv
h2dm350_slwm_l 3.96 0.108 19800 2.14 · 103 H+H+ !bbbbxylv
h2dm350_slwp_r 3.96 8.16 · 10�3 19404 158 H+H+ !bbbbxylv
h2dm350_slwp_l 3.96 0.111 19206 2.14 · 103 H+H+ !bbbbxylv
h2dm352_slwm_r 3.96 1.60 · 10�2 9900 158 H+H+ !bbbbxylv
h2dm352_slwm_l 3.96 0.225 9504 2.14 · 103 H+H+ !bbbbxylv
h2dm352_slwp_r 3.96 1.60 · 10�2 9900 158 H+H+ !bbbbxylv
h2dm352_slwp_l 3.96 0.220 9702 2.14 · 103 H+H+ !bbbbxylv
h2dm354_slwm_r 3.96 1.66 · 10�2 9504 158 H+H+ !bbbbxylv
h2dm354_slwm_l 3.96 0.216 9900 2.14 · 103 H+H+ !bbbbxylv
h2dm354_slwp_r 3.96 1.63 · 10�2 9702 158 H+H+ !bbbbxylv
h2dm354_slwp_l 3.96 0.216 9900 2.14 · 103 H+H+ !bbbbxylv
h2dm360_slwm_r 3.96 1.60 · 10�2 9900 158 H+H+ !bbbbxylv
h2dm360_slwm_l 3.96 0.216 9900 2.14 · 103 H+H+ !bbbbxylv
h2dm360_slwp_r 3.96 1.60 · 10�2 9900 158 H+H+ !bbbbxylv
h2dm360_slwp_l 3.96 0.225 9504 2.14 · 103 H+H+ !bbbbxylv
2f_h_r 5.20 · 103 6.49 32032 2.08 · 105 Z ! xx / yy
2f_h_l 9.38 · 103 69.4 72859 5.06 · 106 Z ! xx / yy
ttz_r 4.37 2.40 · 10�2 7253 174 ttZ ! all
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keyword cross section [fb] weight generated events expected events description
ttz_l 14.0 2.08 3627 7.57 · 103 ttZ ! all
ttbb_r 1.52 1.70 · 10�2 3569 60.6 ttbb ! all
ttbb_l 3.43 0.945 1959 1.85 · 103 ttbb ! all
tth_l0 0.360 0.243 800 194 ttH ! bb`⌫`⌫(H ! bb)

tth_l1 0.162 1.61 · 10�2 400 6.47 ttH ! bb`⌫`⌫(H ! bb)

tth_l2 0.263 0.236 600 141 ttH ! bb`⌫`⌫(H 6! bb)

tth_l3 0.1.18 1.18 · 10�2 400 4.72 ttH ! bb`⌫`⌫(H 6! bb)

tth_sl_r 0.672 7.49 · 10�3 3590 26.8 ttH ! bbxxyy(H ! bb)

tth_sl_l 1.50 0.359 2245 807 ttH ! bbxxyy(H ! bb)

tth_slnobb_r 0.491 5.84 · 10�3 3358 19.6 ttH ! bbxxyy(H 6! bb)

tth_slnobb_l 1.09 0.109 5394 589 ttH ! bbxxyy(H 6! bb)

tth_h_r 0.698 8.83 · 10�3 3161 27.9 ttH ! bb`⌫xy(H ! bb)

tth_h_l 1.55 0.478 1752 838 ttH ! bb`⌫xy(H ! bb)

tth_hnobb_r 0.510 5.38 · 10�3 3787 20.3 ttH ! bb`⌫xy(H 6! bb)

tth_hnobb_l 1.13 0.125 4894 612 ttH ! bb`⌫xy(H 6! bb)

6f_ttbar_l_r0 3.19 0.644 198 127 tt ! yy⌫ee⌫ee

6f_ttbar_l_l0 14.3 38.8 198 7.70 · 103 tt ! yy⌫ee⌫ee

6f_ttbar_l_r1 6.27 1.26 198 250 tt ! yy⌫eelv
6f_ttbar_l_l1 22.9 62.3 198 1.23 · 104 tt ! yy⌫eelv
6f_ttbar_l_r2 6.26 1.26 198 250 tt ! yyvl⌫ee
6f_ttbar_l_l2 22.9 62.3 198 1.23 · 104 tt ! yyvl⌫ee
6f_ttbar_l_r3 12.6 2.54 198 503 tt ! yyvllv
6f_ttbar_l_l3 41.3 75.0 297 2.22 · 104 tt ! yyvllv
6f_ttbar_sl_r0 18.6 4.33 · 10�2 17191 745 tt ! yy⌫ee⌫ee

6f_ttbar_sl_l0 67.5 0.283 128593 3.64 · 104 tt ! yy⌫ee⌫ee

6f_ttbar_sl_r1 37.3 6.39 · 10�2 23345 1.49 · 103 tt ! yy⌫eelv
6f_ttbar_sl_l1 116 0.313 200031 6.26 · 104 tt ! yy⌫eelv
6f_ttbar_sl_r2 18.7 4.35 · 10�2 17141 746 tt ! yyvl⌫ee
6f_ttbar_sl_l2 68.5 0.289 127841 3.69 · 104 tt ! yyvl⌫ee
6f_ttbar_sl_r3 37.3 6.46 · 10�2 23094 1.49 · 103 tt ! yyvllv
6f_ttbar_sl_l3 116 0.317 198319 6.28 · 104 tt ! yyvllv
6f_ttbar_h_r0 27.5 8.38 · 10�2 13121 1.10 · 103 tt ! yyuyyu
6f_ttbar_h_l0 84.6 0.377 121032 4.56 · 104 tt ! yyuyyu
6f_ttbar_h_r1 27.5 9.17 · 10�2 11989 1.10 · 103 tt ! yyuyyc
6f_ttbar_h_l1 84.6 0.460 99284 4.56 · 104 tt ! yyuyyc
6f_ttbar_h_r2 27.5 9.04 · 10�2 12156 1.09 · 103 tt ! yycyyu
6f_ttbar_h_l2 84.4 0.409 111215 4.55 · 104 tt ! yycyyu
6f_ttbar_h_r3 27.6 9.89 · 10�2 11155 1.10 · 103 tt ! yycyyc
6f_ttbar_h_l3 85.0 0.435 105362 4.58 · 104 tt ! yycyyc
6f_other0 0.386 0.138 1000 138 xxW+W� !xx⌫ee⌫ee

6f_other1 3.07 1.65 1000 1.65 · 103 xxW+W� !xx⌫ee⌫ee

6f_other2 5.51 · 10�2 2.20 · 10�3 1000 2.20 xxW+W� !xx⌫ee⌫ee

6f_other3 0.370 2.22 · 10�2 1000 22.2 xxW+W� !xx⌫ee⌫ee

6f_other4 0.640 0.230 1000 230 xxW+W� !xx⌫eelv
6f_other5 3.18 1.71 1000 1.71 · 103 xxW+W� !xx⌫eelv
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keyword cross section [fb] weight generated events expected events description
6f_other6 1.10 · 10�2 4.41 · 10�4 999 0.441 xxW+W� !xx⌫eelv
6f_other7 1.84 0.662 1000 662 xxW+W� !xx⌫eeyx
6f_other8 9.19 2.57 1930 4.96 · 103 xxW+W� !xx⌫eeyx
6f_other9 2.95 · 10�2 1.17 · 10�3 1000 1.17 xxW+W� !xx⌫eeyx
6f_other10 3.15 1.70 1000 1.70 · 103 xxW+W� !xxvl⌫ee
6f_other11 1.10 · 10�2 4.41 · 10�4 1000 0.441 xxW+W� !xxvl⌫ee
6f_other12 0.635 3.81 · 10�2 999 38.1 xxW+W� !xxvl⌫ee
6f_other13 4.38 2.36 1000 2.36 · 103 xxW+W� !xxvllv
6f_other14 7.06 · 10�2 2.82 · 10�3 1000 2.82 xxW+W� !xxvllv
6f_other15 9.11 2.57 1914 4.92 · 103 xxW+W� !xxvlyx
6f_other16 5.89 · 10�2 2.35 · 10�3 1000 2.35 xxW+W� !xxvlyx
6f_other17 9.18 2.57 1927 4.95 · 103 xxW+W� !xxxy⌫ee

6f_other18 2.95 · 10�2 1.18 · 10�3 1000 1.18 xxW+W� !xxxy⌫ee

6f_other19 1.83 0.110 1000 110 xxW+W� !xxxy⌫ee

6f_other20 9.11 2.57 1914 4.92 · 103 xxW+W� !xxxylv
6f_other21 5.90 · 10�2 2.35 · 10�3 1000 2.35 xxW+W� !xxxylv
6f_other22 7.67 · 10�2 4.14 · 10�2 1000 41.4 xxZ !xxxxxx
6f_other23 2.10 · 10�2 8.39 · 10�4 1000 0.839 xxZ !xxxxxx
6f_other24 1.63 0.882 1000 882 xxZ !xxxxvv
6f_other25 4.50 · 10�2 1.79 · 10�3 1000 1.79 xxZ !xxxxvv
6f_other26 0.106 5.70 · 10�2 1000 57.0 xxZ !xxxxll
6f_other27 3.63 · 10�2 1.45 · 10�3 1000 1.45 xxZ !xxxxll
6f_other28 8.66 · 10�2 3.11 · 10�2 1000 31.1 xxZ !xxxxee
6f_other29 0.152 8.22 · 10�2 1000 82.2 xxZ !xxxxee
6f_other30 8.83 · 10�2 3.53 · 10�3 1000 3.53 xxZ !xxxxee
6f_other31 8.74 · 10�2 5.24 · 10�3 1000 5.24 xxZ !xxxxee
6f_other32 2.57 1.38 999 1.38 · 103 xxZ !vvvvxx
6f_other33 3.22 · 10�2 1.29 · 10�3 996 1.28 xxZ !vvvvxx
6f_other34 4.68 2.52 999 2.52 · 103 xxZ !vvvvyy
6f_other35 4.99 · 10�2 2.00 · 10�3 998 1.99 xxZ !vvvvyy
6f_other36 0.317 0.116 984 114 `+`�W+W� ! ``⌫eelv
6f_other37 1.36 0.742 987 733 `+`�W+W� ! ``⌫eelv
6f_other38 5.31 · 10�3 2.14 · 10�4 991 0.212 `+`�W+W� ! ``⌫eelv
6f_other39 0.9.21 0.331 1000 331 `+`�W+W� ! ``⌫eeyx
6f_other40 4.04 2.18 1000 2.18 · 103 `+`�W+W� ! ``⌫eeyx
6f_other41 1.42 · 10�2 5.69 · 10�4 1000 0.569 `+`�W+W� ! ``⌫eeyx
6f_other42 1.36 0.738 991 732 `+`�W+W� ! ``vl⌫ee
6f_other43 5.28 · 10�3 2.13 · 10�4 987 0.211 `+`�W+W� ! ``vl⌫ee
6f_other44 0.3.20 1.96 · 10�2 979 19.2 `+`�W+W� ! ``vl⌫ee
6f_other45 1.44 0.796 978 779 `+`�W+W� ! ``vllv
6f_other46 2.30 · 10�2 9.42 · 10�4 975 0.919 `+`�W+W� ! ``vllv
6f_other47 3.56 1.92 1000 1.92 · 103 `+`�W+W� ! ``vlyx
6f_other48 2.84 · 10�2 1.13 · 10�3 1000 1.13 `+`�W+W� ! ``vlyx
6f_other49 4.02 2.17 1000 2.17 · 103 `+`�W+W� ! ``xy⌫ee

6f_other50 1.42 · 10�2 5.69 · 10�4 1000 0.569 `+`�W+W� ! ``xy⌫ee
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6f_other51 0.9.33 5.59 · 10�2 1000 55.9 `+`�W+W� ! ``xy⌫ee

6f_other52 3.57 1.92 1000 1.92 · 103 `+`�W+W� ! ``xylv
6f_other53 2.84 · 10�2 1.13 · 10�3 1000 1.13 `+`�W+W� ! ``xylv
6f_other54 10.8 2.57 2258 5.80 · 103 `+`�W+W� ! ``xyyx
6f_other55 0.182 7.28 · 10�3 1000 7.28 `+`�W+W� ! ``xyyx
4f_h0 301 23.2 6994 1.62 · 105 ZZ ! qqqq
4f_h1 115 1.72 2677 4.61 · 103 ZZ ! qqqq
4f_h2 3.35 · 103 23.2 77835 1.81 · 106 WW ! qqqq
4f_h3 8.79 1.72 204 351 WW ! qqqq
4f_h4 2.80 · 103 23.2 64851 1.50 · 106 ZZ/WW ! qqqq
4f_h5 29.0 1.72 673 1.16 · 103 ZZ/WW ! qqqq
4f_sl0 14.0 0.172 3246 559 WW ! `⌫yx
4f_sl1 4.12 · 103 2.66 835127 2.22 · 106 WW ! `⌫yx
4f_sl2 255 76.6 1796 1.37 · 105 ZZ ! ``qq
4f_sl3 117 1.72 2702 4.67 · 103 ZZ ! ``qq
4f_sl4 2.29 · 103 16.2 75941 1.23 · 106 Z ! ⌫⌫qq
4f_sl5 25.1 1.72 580 1.00 · 103 Z ! ⌫⌫qq
4f_sl6 2.34 · 103 34.4 24426 8.41 · 105 Z ! e+e�qq
4f_sl7 2.58 · 103 49.3 28218 1.39 · 106 Z ! e+e�qq
4f_sl8 2.33 · 103 8.18 17105 1.40 · 105 Z ! e+e�qq
4f_sl9 2.27 · 103 160 565 9.06 · 104 Z ! e+e�qq
4f_sl10 1.58 · 103 2.76 205344 5.68 · 105 W ! e⌫xy
4f_sl11 8.96 · 103 2.42 1999505 4.84 · 106 W ! e⌫xy
4f_sl12 1.58 · 103 0.357 265096 9.46 · 104 W ! e⌫xy
4f_sl13 7.00 0.172 1623 279 W ! e⌫xy
4f_WW_l_r 1.44 0.116 496 57.5 WW ! ``⌫⌫

4f_WW_l_l 342 66.4 2777 1.84 · 105 WW ! ``⌫⌫

1f_3f0 6.12 · 103 9.62 572927 5.51 · 106 e�� ! vxy
1f_3f1 1.53 · 104 9.51 1443407 1.37 · 107 e�� ! vxy
1f_3f2 1.16 · 104 233 44683 1.04 · 107 e�� ! exx
1f_3f3 2.71 · 104 469 51925 2.43 · 107 e�� ! exx
1f_3f4 1.12 · 104 15.4 72726 1.12 · 106 e�� ! exx
1f_3f5 2.62 · 104 31.8 82236 2.62 · 106 e�� ! exx
1f_3f6 1.97 · 103 25.1 70294 1.77 · 106 e�� ! eyy
1f_3f7 4.89 · 103 171 25600 4.39 · 106 e�� ! eyy
1f_3f8 1.62 · 103 40.0 4057 1.62 · 105 e�� ! eyy
1f_3f9 3.94 · 103 18.7 21023 3.94 · 105 e�� ! eyy
1f_3f10 230 1.14 · 104 8 9.18 · 104 �e+ ! ⌫eev
1f_3f11 635 1.69 · 104 15 2.53 · 105 �e+ ! ⌫eev
1f_3f12 1.40 · 103 3.77 · 103 222 8.38 · 105 �e+ ! ⌫eev
1f_3f13 3.58 · 103 3.64 · 104 59 2.15 · 106 �e+ ! ⌫eev
1f_3f14 2.07 · 103 4.76 · 103 261 1.24 · 106 �e+ ! lvv
1f_3f15 5.17 · 103 3.19 · 104 97 3.10 · 106 �e+ ! lvv
1f_3f16 6.13 · 103 6.68 549482 3.67 · 106 �e+ ! vxy
1f_3f17 1.53 · 104 6.07 1513034 9.18 · 106 �e+ ! vxy
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1f_3f18 1.13 · 104 1.39 · 103 3220 4.50 · 106 �e+ ! exx
1f_3f19 2.62 · 104 161 65037 1.04 · 107 �e+ ! exx
1f_3f20 1.16 · 104 76.9 90483 6.96 · 106 �e+ ! exx
1f_3f21 2.72 · 104 195 83564 1.63 · 107 �e+ ! exx
1f_3f22 1.47 · 104 1.31 · 104 448 5.87 · 106 �e+ ! eee
1f_3f23 3.35 · 104 3.90 · 104 343 1.34 · 107 �e+ ! eee
1f_3f24 1.48 · 104 3.51 · 104 252 8.85 · 106 �e+ ! eee
1f_3f25 3.37 · 104 2.10 · 105 96 2.01 · 107 �e+ ! eee
1f_3f26 3.92 · 104 4.12 · 105 38 1.56 · 107 �e+ ! ell
1f_3f27 6.55 · 104 1.75 · 105 149 2.61 · 107 �e+ ! ell
1f_3f28 3.93 · 104 7.37 · 105 32 2.35 · 107 �e+ ! ell
1f_3f29 6.58 · 104 5.63 · 106 7 3.94 · 107 �e+ ! ell
1f_3f30 1.63 · 103 77.5 8420 6.52 · 105 �e+ ! eyy
1f_3f31 3.95 · 103 63.3 24951 1.57 · 106 �e+ ! eyy
1f_3f32 1.97 · 103 204 5779 1.18 · 106 �e+ ! eyy
1f_3f33 4.87 · 103 35.9 81398 2.92 · 106 �e+ ! eyy

Table A.1: List of all used data samples; x stands for up-type quarks; y for down-type
quarks; v for neutrinos; l for muon and tau leptons and ` stands for any lepton as well as v
for muon and tau neutrinos and ⌫ stands for any neutrino; samples with keywords ending
with _l are polarized with left handed electron (P

L

= (�100%, 100%)) and _r have opposite
polarization (P

R

= (100%, �100%))
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